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Abstract. Device geometries in technology computer-aided design
processes are often generated using parametric solid modeling computeraided design tools. However, geometries generated with these tools often
lack geometric properties, like being intersection-free, which are required
for volumetric mesh generation as well as discretization methods. Contributing to this problem is the fact, that device geometries often have
multiple regions, used for, e.g., assigning diﬀerent material parameters.
Therefore, a healing process of the geometry is required, which detects
the errors and repairs them. In this paper, we identify errors in multiregion device geometries created using computer-aided design tools. A
robust algorithm pipeline for healing these errors is presented, which has
been implemented in ViennaMesh. This algorithm pipeline is applied on
complex device geometries. We show, that our approach robustly heals
device geometries created with computer-aided design tools and is even
able to handle certain modeling inaccuracies.

1

Introduction

Many commercial parametric solid modeling computer-aided design (CAD)
tools, like AutoCAD [1], are available and also various free open source tools, like
FreeCAD [2], are used in many applications. Some technology computer-aided
design (TCAD) simulation suites have modules for CAD processing, but these
modules are usually not as powerful as their standalone counterparts. For example, Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD provides a structure editor for modeling device
geometries [3]. In contrast, many free open source TCAD tools, like DEVSIM [4],
lack the CAD processing module and, therefore, they require a ready-to-simulate
input mesh representing the device geometry.
Regardless of the utilized CAD tools, the task of generating a ready-tosimulate mesh based on a CAD-based geometry is challenging. The ﬁnite diﬀerence method is particularly attractive whenever the domain can be represented
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well with a structured grid, possibly taking additional smooth geometric transformations into account to allow for more complicated domains [5]. In other
cases, the ﬁnite element method or the ﬁnite volume method are popular choices.
However, these methods require the mesh to be conforming and valid [6]. Additionally, simulations often require the mesh to be partitioned into several regions,
which can, for example, be used to locally assign material properties.
To generate a volumetric mesh which can be used in a simulation, the device
geometry created with the CAD tool has to be exported. Usually, a widely
supported geometry representation is chosen for this export in order to have
a high degree of freedom when selecting the volumetric mesh generation tool.
Popular geometry representation formats, like the standard for the exchange of
product model data (STEP, ISO 10303) [7], provide a rich feature set, but they
are not supported by a variety of popular open source mesh generation tools,
like Tetgen [8]. On the other hand, triangular hull geometry representations, like
StereoLithography (STL) [9], do not provide a high level of ﬂexibility, but are
supported by a large number of mesh generation tools. Triangular hull geometry
representations, however, might have topological issues like duplicate elements,
or geometrical errors like self-intersections, gaps, or holes. These errors have to
be healed before a mesh generation can be performed. Additionally, STL and
similar geometry representations lack support for multiple mesh regions.
In this work we present an algorithm pipeline which robustly heals errors in
multi-region triangular hull geometries of complex device structures exported by
CAD tools. Section 2 discusses possible errors in triangular hull geometry representations and provides an overview of research in mesh healing. The algorithm
pipeline for healing the triangular hull geometry and generating a mesh is presented in Sect. 3. This algorithm pipeline is implemented in the free open source
meshing tool ViennaMesh [10]. The pipeline is applied to example devices created with FreeCAD in Sects. 4 and 5 summarizes the work and gives an outlook
for future work.

2

Background and Related Work

When CAD tools export geometries as triangular hulls, a discretization of the
geometry has to be performed for the non-planar surfaces. Due to inaccuracies
during the modeling process or diﬀerent discretizations of interfaces, the resulting
triangular hull might have topological or geometrical errors. Relevant triangular
hull errors are listed below and visualized in Fig. 1 [11,12].
– Duplicate vertices and elements are vertices or elements which occur
more than once in the mesh.
– Isolated and dangling elements are vertices and lines which are not edges
or vertices of any hull triangle.
– Singular edges occur, when an edge is shared by more than two triangles.
– Singular vertices occur, when a vertex is shared by two unrelated sets of
triangles.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of all triangular hull mesh errors except duplicate vertices and
elements.

– Inconsistent orientation occurs, when two neighboring triangles have different vertex orientations.
– Nearly degenerated elements are triangles which are degenerated or
nearly degenerated, meaning their surface area is very small compared to
their edge lengths.
– Holes occur, when a hull is not fully closed.
– Gaps occur, when two diﬀerent hulls are not topologically connected to each
other.
– Intersections occur, when a triangle intersects another triangle.
Duplicate vertices can be healed by merging them and duplicate elements
can safely be removed. Isolated and dangling elements can be identiﬁed and
removed using topological operations. In many ﬁle formats, like STL, isolated
and dangling vertices and lines cannot occur because vertices and lines are not
stored explicitly. Due to the fact that many mesh healing algorithms originate in
the ﬁeld of computer graphics, the deﬁnition of a valid healed mesh is diﬀerent to
the deﬁnition of a healed mesh for volumetric ready-to-simulate mesh generation.
In particular, a singular edge might be valid for multi-region geometries, because
it can be an interface edge between two diﬀerent mesh regions. Similarly, a
singular vertex might also be valid, but can lead to numerical issues during
the simulation. Therefore, singular vertices must be detected using topological
operations and split up into multiple new vertices, one for each triangle set. If
the volumetric mesh generation algorithm requires consistent orientations, like
most advancing front mesh generation algorithms [13] do, they can be ﬁxed by
vertex index swapping of triangles with wrong orientation. Degenerated or nearly
degenerated triangles can be ﬁxed by either performing an edge collapse [14], if
two vertices are close to each other, or re-meshing the area of the degenerated
triangle and its three neighbors.
The other three types of errors, being holes, gaps, and intersections, are much
more challenging to heal. Many diﬀerent algorithms have been developed, which
address these types of errors [11,12,15]. Several open and closed source mesh
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Fig. 2. Each region of a device (represented by one arrow) is exported individually by
the CAD tools to a triangular hull and healed (cf. Sect. 3.1). A multi-material marching
cubes algorithm re-samples these healed triangular hulls (cf. Sect. 3.2) and creates a
valid multi-region hull. After a post-processing step, a volumetric mesh is generated
based on the re-sampled geometry (cf. Sect. 3.3).

healing tools, implementing some of these algorithms, are freely availably [16].
However, most of the algorithms originate in the ﬁeld of computer graphics
and are therefore not able to handle multiple regions properly, which is highly
relevant for the ﬁeld of TCAD.

3

Mesh Healing and Generation Pipeline

In this section, a mesh healing and generation pipeline is presented, an overview
of which is given in Fig. 2. The pipeline consists of three parts as described in
the following subsections.
3.1

CAD Interface and Triangular Hull Healing

After modeling the device in a CAD tool, each region is exported on its own
using a triangular hull representation. These triangular region hulls will only be
used in the re-sampling step to test if a point is inside the region hull. Therefore,
region interfaces do not need to be compatible and each region hull can be
treated individually. To ensure stable point inclusion tests, triangular hull errors
are healed using the mesh healing tool Polymender [17].
3.2

Re-Sampling

After healing the region hulls, a volumetric re-sampling is performed by creating a regular three-dimensional grid covering the entire device geometry.
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Fig. 3. A re-sampled triangular hull geometry before and after the smoothing process.

For each grid point the corresponding region is determined by using a pointin-hull test on each healed region hull. Due to possibly diﬀerent geometry discretizations at interfaces, regions might intersect or form holes. If a grid point is
in more than one mesh region, a user-created priority list resolves the ambiguity.
Afterwards, a three-dimensional version of a dilatation and an erosion operation
avoids holes in the re-sampled geometry [18]. This regular grid is then used by
the multi-material marching cubes algorithm [19] in order to create a triangular
hull with multiple regions and valid region interfaces. The entire re-sampling
step has been implemented in ViennaMesh.
3.3

Post Processing and Volumetric Mesh Generation

Due to the nature of the marching cubes algorithm, the re-sampled triangular hull has a stair-stepped characteristic. A modiﬁed version of the Laplacian
smoothing algorithm is applied to mitigate these characteristics [19]. Figure 3
visualizes the re-sampled triangular hull before and after Laplacian smoothing.
Like the re-sampling step, the Laplacian smoothing algorithm has also been
implemented in ViennaMesh. Depending on the application, chosen grid resolution during the re-sampling step, and required volumetric mesh resolution, a
reﬁnement or coarsening algorithm suitable for multi-region triangular hulls is
applied on the smoothed mesh. Finally, a mesh generation software, like Tetgen,
is used to create a volumetric ready-to-simulate mesh based on the resulting
triangular hull.

4

Examples

In this section we apply our algorithm to a bulk silicon trigate transistor [20]
and a FlexFET [21], which have been modeled with the free open source CAD
tool FreeCAD.
The exported geometry of the bulk silicon trigate transistor has 22 volumetric holes and 24 intersections, visualized in Fig. 4. By applying our algorithm
pipeline, we obtain a valid multi-region triangular hull geometry, where all errors
of the exported input geometry have been successfully eliminated.
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Fig. 4. Hole (marked green) and intersection errors (marked blue) in the bulk silicon
trigate transistor due to diﬀerent discretizations of neighboring regions. The green area
on the left indicates the areas, where these errors occur (color ﬁgure online).

Fig. 5. The bulk silicon trigate transistor: The original geometry modeled in FreeCAD
(left) and a clipped visualization of the generated volumetric mesh (right).

Fig. 6. A hole in the exported FlexFET geometry (visualized in green) which stems
from modeling inaccuracies (color ﬁgure online).
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Fig. 7. The FlexFET: The original geometry modeled in FreeCAD (left) and a clipped
visualization of the generated volumetric mesh (right).

This healed triangular hull geometry is used by ViennaMesh’s Tetgen module
to create a volumetric ready-to-simulate mesh. The modeled device geometry and
the volumetric mesh are visualized in Fig. 5.
The exported FlexFET geometry has a total of 39 errors, being 21 volumetric holes and 18 intersections. In contrast to holes caused by diﬀerent surface
discretizations, the FlexFET geometry has a hole which stems from modeling
inaccuracies (cf. Fig. 6). Again, applying our algorithm pipeline successfully heals
all errors and generates a valid multi-region triangular hull geometry. If, in case
of a high re-sampling resolution, holes are not closed, the kernel size of the threedimensional dilatation and erosion operation during the re-sampling step has to
be increased. ViennaMesh’s Tetgen module is used to create a volumetric readyto-simulate mesh based on the healed triangular hull. The modeled FlexFET
geometry and the volumetric mesh is shown in Fig. 7.

5

Summary and Future Work

We presented an algorithm pipeline for automatic and robust healing of CAD
geometries for further processing by volumetric mesh generation tools. In contrast to mesh and geometry healing algorithms used in the ﬁeld of computer
graphics, our approach supports meshes with multiple regions. We show, that
our algorithm pipeline reliably generates volumetric ready-to-simulate meshes
based on geometries of complex semiconductor devices modeled in CAD tools.
To further improve the stability for handling big holes which are not closed
by dilatation and erosion operations, other ﬁlling algorithms, like the ﬂood ﬁll
algorithm [18], should be investigated in the future.
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